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It is well known that the Glauber approximation for scattering amplitudes is obtained by
applying the eikonal approxixnation to the Fourier transform of the transition operator. The
eikonal approximation can also be applied to the coupled equations of scattering obtained by
the expansion of the state function in terms of a suitable set of functions. The scattering
amplitude can thus be obtained by solving the set of eikonal coupled equations. The latter ap-
proach is analyzed for a special class of channel-coupling potentials. Zhe first-order approxi-
mation to the derived eikonal coupled equations is the eikonal Born approximation. Numeri-
cal illustrations in this approximation are given for the 1s-2s and ls-2p excitations of hydro-
gen atoms by electron and positron impact. The results are compared with those obtainedin
the Glauber eikonal approximation and with experimental measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been renewed interest in ap-
plying the eikonal approximation to atomic and
molecular collisions. ' There are two basically
different ways in which the eikonal approximation
has been applied to the determination of the colli-
sion amplitude for a multichannel many-body sys-
tem.

The collision amplitude S~, , for a transition
&a- Pb may be written as

«sb, .=&&b
I

l's
I
r.

())"(r' R )= X"'(r')(2)() '"e -'"
gbs' (r R,) = ebs' (r)(27() '~ e («» ' "s

E =
ksb /2ps+ «b = k~b /2i(~+ «b, (1~ 4)

where g',"(r') and g'bs)(r) are the products of the
asymptotic eigenfunctiens with eigenvalues c,' ' and

e,' ', respectively; V, and V~ are the interaction
potentials in channels c( and P, respectively; and
G(E) = (E —H) i is the Green's function of the system.

The collision amplitude &z„, may also be writ-
ten in terms of transition operator Tq,

with
P (+) $ (0! ) G (E )y q((g ) (1.2) with

«sb. --«b I
1"s
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&g~
——Vg+ VgG(Z+ir/)V~ (1.8) vg„(r, r') = (2v) ' f dR, e'~ ' "~ T„(r,r', R,).

Utilizing the asymptotic channel states given by
Eqs. (1.3a) and (1.3b), we may rewrite Eq. (1.8)
as

(I' l8)
The well-known Glauber approximation is an eiko-
nal approximation to Eq. (1.12) for the & = P case

with

(1 7) r.„(r,F ) = &—(r —r')

r g(r, r')= (2v) 'f dR dRg exp(ik, R, —ikg, Rg)

&& (rRg
~

&g
~

r'R, ), (1.8)

where v 8 is the Fourier transform of the transition
operator Tz in the coordinate representation.

The eikonal approximation may be applied to the
wave functions gg"' and Y", in the determination of
the collision amplitude from Eq. (1.1). In this
approximation, the state function Y ", given by Eq.
(l. 2) is expanded in terms of a suitable set of
states and the eikonal approximation is then applied
to the coefficient functions of the expansion. ~'

Such an approach reduces Eq. (1.2) into a set of

coupled equations for eikonal amplitudes. The
collision amplitude &8, , can then be determined
in terms of the eikonal amplitudes by solving the

coupled equations.
The eikonal approximation may also be applied

to the Fourier transform of the transition operator
given by Eq. (1.8) by treating the integrals of

transformation as path integrals. ' The collision
amplitude can then be obtained by evaluating the
matrix elements given by Eq. (1.7).

The two alternative approaches are equivalent
for potential scattering, and they both lead to the

well-known Moliere expression
t

)

bdb J,(k„b&)(e'o"' —1), (1.9)

C(b)= —(p, /—k .)1 V (R)dz (1.10)

For a multichanne1 many-body system, different
simplification assumptions are usually made in
carrying out the eikonal approximation. The two
alternative approaches yield approximate formulas
which are different in their range of validity and in
their limitations.

The latter approach in which the eikonal approxi-
mation is carried out on the Fourier transform of
Tz is an operator approach. For the case where
the transition operator is local in R,

(r Rg
~

Tg
~

r'R, ) = &g (r, r', R ) &(5 -K~),
( 1.11)'

we have from Eq. (1.8), withq=-k, -kg, ,

where Zg is the Bessel function and 4(b) is the eiko-
nal phase which in the straight-line approximation
takes the form

x '~d be" '[exp(i+~4, ) —I], (1.13)

where 4~ is the eikonal phase due to pair interac-
tion V&„and the j sum sums over all the pair inter-
actions which constitute V .

The Glauber-type eikonal approximation has re-
cently been applied to atomic collision systems
such as (e, H), Q', H), (e, He), etc. , with sur-
prisingly good resul ts' "in the intermediate energy
range. The success has been attributed partly to
the fact that the Glauber eikonal approximation pro-
vides the correct large-angle dependence of the

differential cross section. This large-angle be-
havior appears to be related to the neglect of the

momentum transfer in the incident direction which

is one of the characteristic features of the Glauber

approximation. The Glauber type of eikonal ap-
proximation has recently been generalized by

Byron to accountfor the effect of momentum trans-
fer in the incident direction and channel coupling.

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate
the former of the two approaches in which the
eikonal approximation is carried out on the state
function of the system. After presenting the multi-
channel eikonal approximation in Sec. II, we inves-

tigate its application to atomic collisions. Calcula-
tions are carried out for the 2s and 2P (e', H) ex-
citations. The results are compared with those ob-
tained in the Glauber eikonal as well as other ap-
proximations in Sec. III.

II. MULTICHANNEL EIKONAL APPROXIMATION

In this section, we consider the application of

the eikonal approximation to multichannel collision
problems at intermediately high energies,

8,(a.u. )
-=k', /(2 p,,)» 1.

At these energies there are usually a very large
number of channels open. It is clearly unrealistic
to expect all the open channels to be treated
explicitly. We shall therefore select only a number
of channels which are strongly coupled with the
particular channel (or channels) under considera-
tion, and defer all the rest of the channels, both
open and closed, into a generalized optical potential.
Eikonal approximation is then applied to these sets
of coupled open-channel equations for the deter-
mination of collision amplitude.
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Np

PT= Z X'."~..(R.),
(na)

(2 1)

where P is a projection operator which selects the
Np desired open channels from Y, and R are the
channel coordinates. We have by construction that

P =P'=P'. (2. 2)

I.et Q = 1 —P, it then follows from the idempotent
property of P that PQ = 0. In-terms of P and Q,
the Schrodinger equation

A. Coupled-Equation Theory

To select the desired channels, we make use of
the projection-operator techniques and construct

The scattering amplitude for the &a- Pb transition
is

N

As) (-) (+)
~8bina 68b, na a na+ (@cSb, ~ ~Sb, yc+yc )t

(rc) &(Bb)

(2. 14)

where F '~' is the elastic scattering amplitude due

to potential 'U

V(0& '('(2&&)- / Se& na'Rn g &1&~+& ) (2. 16)

where the coherent state 4',",is defined by"

(E+ i& -f~.—.'."-~..)e,„&(R.)

= [~/(2.)'"]'"- "" . (2. »)

(E —H)T = 0

can be rewritten in the Feshbach form

(2. 3) We shall now reduce the transition amplitude &»
and the function lab in the eikonal approximation.

(E-K)PT =0

with

(2. 4)
B. Eikonal Description of Collision

The eikonal approximation will be valid if

lf/ka, «1, (2. 16)
3C=P H+H . H P,E — H +iy&

(2. 6)

&..=(x.'"'I v. +Hq . QHI~." ), (2. 7)

where g - 0' specifies the physical outgoing bound-
ary.

Substitution of PT into Eq. (2.4) yields, after
forming matrix elements in y', ',

(E-E.-~,"-~..) e..(R.)
0

Z Z „Sb&l&88(R8), (2. 6)
(Bb) 4 (0.a)

with

where k is the magnitude of the center-of-mass
momentum. For energy region E» 1, the eikonal
criterion is always satisfied.

In the eikonal approximation, we have for the

wave functions

@,''&, = (2&&) 8iSA„(R ) exp[iS', (R )],
&I'„",= (2») 'iSBy, (Ry)exp[iSy, (Ry)],

(2. 17)

(2. 16)

S,(R,)=J" ~„g,'} ds, (2. 20)

and the Green's function

GS,(E+iyi) = CSb(R8, Rs) exp[iSsb(RS, Rs)], (2. 19)

where the eikonals are defined by the path integrals

u...s„= (~,
.&IH+Hq . QHI ~&"&), (2. 6) SSb(RS, RS) = I„8KSb(RS-') dS, (2. 21)

V~ =H —K~ —H~ (2. 9)

where K is the center-of-mass kinetic-energy
operator for the relative motion of the colliding
particles in channel & and H is the structure
Hamiltonian for & channel. We have

Np

Sb Sbpna@cna+ GSb (E + i 7) + +Sb, yc@ yc
(tc)&(Bb )

with

GSb(z+ig) = (E+ iy&- ZS - ebN& —VSb) ', (2. 12)

(2. 10)

The coupled equations given by Eq. (2. 6) can be
rewritten in the Lippmann-Schwinger form given
by Eq. (1.2):

with the local momenta given by

~..= [2~.(z —s '."-&..)]'" (2. 22)

In the energy region of our interest, the eikonal
amplitudes in the coherent state 4,",and the
Green's function take the approximate forms

A„(R )= 1, (2. 23)

C „(R,) = —(Ps/27&) I Rs —R'8I ' (2. 24)

For the evaluation of the amplitude 7 zb, in the
eikonal approximation given by Eqs. (2. 17}-(2.24),
we shall make several further simplifications. We
shall suppose that the eikonal amplitudes By,(Ry)
are slowly varying functions of the position and
that the path integrals for the eikonals can be eval-
uated in the straight-line approximation for the
classical trajectories. These are reasonable ap-
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proximations in the E» 1 energy region.
The problem presented in Sec. IIA is a multi-

channel problem involving the possibility of re-
arrangement collisions. In addition, the diagonal
and off-diagonal interactions are in general com-
plex and nonlocal. To make this problem manage-
able, we shall make several restrictions. We
shall restrict our consideration to cases mhere if
rearrangement channels were contained in PT [see
Eq (2. .1)], the coordinates for the rearrangement
channel Rz should be expressible asymptotically
in. terms of the scattering-channel coordinate R
to the order of O(R 1), i.e. ,

cal and y is the azimuthal angle with respect to
the incident direction.

C. Eikonal Coupled Equations

We now apply the eikonal approximation of Sec.
IIB to the determination of the scattering ampli-
tude. To simplify our notations we shall denote the
subscript (2a and pb simply by nand p, respectively.
We may think that the channel indices o.'and P are
being renumbered to include the description of in-
ternal states a and b.

In the eikonal approximation, we have

Rs -R, +f(R, ~ r)+O(R,'), (2. 25)

,(t) (a)
Vaa = ~0ia + ~cfMa ~ (2. 26)

where f(R, ~ r) is a function of the internal coordi-
nates bounded in the R -~ limit. This mould per-
mit I'Y to satisfy the asymptotic boundary condi-
tion with a common radial coordinate. 7 We shall
from now on drop the subscript for R.

The potentials z, are in general nonlocal and
complex. We may write

x exp[i[Sr(R')+ Ss(5,, k)]J, (2. 32)

where we have utilized Eqs. (2. 18), (2. 19), and

(2. 24). Equation (2. 32) can be evaluated in the
straight-line approximation to give

~ ~ SB(R) ~g

Gsz„e('& =— „, dz' A»Br(zc, b),
(2. 33)

with
The local momenta given by Eq. (2. 22)

~(i, ) ~ ~ (2)~ma= ~ma+~ &ea

with

(2. 27)
A „(z', )b= „("/tl „(z', b)e 'ss '"",
%sr(z', b) =-Ss(R') —S,(R')

(2. 34)

(2. 35)

(((1) ~1/2 f[(E ~(cc& cu(1))2+(cu(2))2]1/2

+ (E &
«& &(2&P1/2 (2

(((2) pl/2([(E e(cc —c(t 1 )2 (c(t(2&)2]1/2

This allows the eikonal to be written as S~a =S~,'

+ iS~,' with the path integrals for S~,' and S~,' ex-

pressed in terms of & ', and I(.",', respectively. In
the energy region of our interest, we have

where b is the impact parameter and vr=kr/y, r.
If & ~, are nonlocal in position, the integrand in

the z' integral in Eq. (2. 33) would then be an inte-
gral itself. In this case, the z' integral as well
as Eqs. (2. 34) and (2. 35) should be modified ac-
cordingly.

Substitution of Eq. (2. 33) back into Eq. (2. 11)
gives

2'K) &8

(2. 36)

&((1& [2i1(E 6 (cc ) g (1&)]1/2

+ (2i1[E+ (V ",&/2E)']]1 '+ ~ ~ ~ . (2. 29)

with

(z b) J dzc A@(zc b)Br(zc b) (2. 37)

V,=~,e ~a

4b, oia Pb, ea e

(2. 30)

(2. 31)

where &, and &&~b, are cylindrically symmetri-

We shall assume that both the imaginary potential
V ' ' and the nonlocal part of &3',' are small in com-
parison with the local part of V ~', and define the
classical trajectory in terms of the local part of
o, ', if we desire to go beyond the straight-line ap-
proximation for the classical trajectories.

We shall further restrict our consideration to
cases where the interaction can be written in the
form

With the help of Eqs. (2. 17), (2. 18), and (2. 23),
Eq. (2. 36) reduces to

No

Bs(z, b) = bs —i Z (I)s„(z, b) .
y~s

(2. 38)

Nod()ss ~&= Ass bs —i Ass' Q @s'r
dg &6'

(2. 39)

For the special case where the potentials have cy-
lindrical symmetry (i. e. , )(,—= X = 0 and X s = 0),

Utilizing Eqs. (2. 38) and (2. 3'7) and differentiating
the resultant with respect to z, we obtain the
eikonal coupled equations
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it is not necessary to calculate each Qz~. for the
determination of v'~ [see Eq. (2. 43)]. It is then
convenient to define Qz:

Qg= + Qas ~ (2. 40)

Equation (2. 39), after summing over P', can be
written in the form

(2. 41)

with

b~b J)t ~~~ sin8 ~~ b

(2. 43)

These are the coupled equations derived in Ref. 3.
The transition amplitude V'~ can be, expressed

in terms of Qz . Substitution of the eikonal wave
functions in Eq. (2. 14) yields

Np

y-,„= 6,.r„"'+ (2m)
' Q f dRa„~,„e""-'8'.

(2. 42)

Again expressing the volume element dR in terms
of the cylindrical polar coordinates, the path inte-
gral can be evaluated to give

Np

= 6~ 1',~'+ (2w) Q v,(-i) 6&

00

Applications of the eikonal approximation in the
Moliere form [see Eq. (l. 9)] to atom-atom scatter-
ings have been made for elastic and resonant elec-
tron-transfer processes with reasonable success
even at energies where the classical description
fails. The modified Moliere expression for
complex-potential scattering [Eq. (2. 46)] has been
recently applied to the resonant electron-transfer
and electron-detachment (H, H ) collisions and
to the elastic (e, He) scatterings. " We now con-
sider the application of eikonal approximation to
excitation scatterings using Eqs. (2. 39) and (2. 43).
gee take the 1s-2s and 1s-2P excitation of H atoms
by electron and positron impact as our examples.
Applications of the Glauber eikonal approximation
[Eqs. (1.7) and (1.13)]to these excitations have
recently been made. ' This would provide a con-
structive comparison. In this paper, we re-
port the results obtained in the eikonal Born ap-
proximation which is the first-order approximation
to Eqs. (2. 39) and (2. 43). The results obtained in
solving the 1s-2s-2p coupled eikonal equations will
be reported in a subsequent paper.

For nonrelativistic electron-atom scattering in
which the spin of the target atom is conserved,
the exchange scattering contribution is negligible
in comparison with the direct scattering contribu-
tion at E» 1, The exchange contribution to the
(e, H) excitation scattering has recently been cal-

QB„(b)= lim Qz, (z, b) as z -~, (2. 44)

4~(b) =k, f dz [1 —(1 —2', , eq jkq)'~~], (2. 46)

where the elastic scattering amplitude due to po-
tential'Uo can in the eikonal approximation be
written in the Moliere form [see Eq. (1.9)]

y'„~'= —(—i) «'
2 bdbZ~ (k bsin8)

(2m)

x(e' ~+' —1) . (2. 46)

The total elastic scattering amplitude then takes
the form

IO

lo

0
CV
II

t& [cR—io~—

I I I

I
- Data Points

-- 2- Close Coupling (54eV)
————3- First-Order Born—-- 4- Glauber Eikonal

5- Eikonal Born

E= 50eV

with

x (e' ~'" [1 —iI" (b)] —1}, (2. 47)
IO

Np

( ) g( „Z„„(k b 8)
v t~ (0 b sin8)

(2. 48)
where iI" (h) accounts for dynamic coupling with
all the open channels which are included in PY
given by Eq. (2. 11).

HI. APPLICATION TO (e*,8) EXCITATION SCATTERING

In this section, we consider the application of
the eikonal approximation to atomic scatterings.

10
0

I I I I l

l 0 20 50 40 50

SCATTERlNG ANGLES (degrees)

60

FIG. 1. Angular dependence of the m=1- =2 differ-
ential excitation cross section of hydrogen atoms by
electron impact at 50 eV. Experimental data (0) and (4)
are those of Williams (Ref. 23) normalized at 8=20' to
the first-order Born and the Glauber eikonal values (Refs.
8 and 9), respectively. The 1&-2s-2p close-coupling re-
sults is evaluated at 54 eV (Ref. 24).
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IO

I.O

I I I

I- Data Points
2- First - Order Born
3- Glauber Eikonal
4- Eikonal Born

E = l00 eV

0

culated in the eikonal approximation and found to be
indeed negligible. If we further neglect the cou-
pling between the 2s and 2P final states, the 1s-2s
and 1s-2P excitations may be treated in the two-
state approximation.

We have from Eq. (2. 43) the excitation amplitude

gk ( g)Xg
(2w)

OO

x bdbZ, (k~bsine)Q~ (b)e' &' ', (S. l)

where the function Q~, (b) is the solution of the pair
coupled equations obtained from Eq. (2. 39):

dQ~ (z, b) = A~, —iA~ Q g(z, b), (S. 2a)

io-4— dQ~a(z, b) — 'A Q, (z, b) (3. 2b)

lo-'
0

I I I I I

I 0 20 30 40 50
SCATTER ING ANGLES (degrees}

60

IO

I

ata Points

irst -Order Born

lauber Eikonal

ikonal Born

E= 200 eV

FIG. 2. Angular dependence of the n=1 g =2 differ-
ential excitation cross section of hydrogen atoms by elec-
tron impact at 100 eV. Experimental data (0 and
are those of Williams (Ref. 23) normalized at 8=21' to
the first-order Born and the Glauber eikonal values
(Refs. 8 and 9), respectively.

lf the back coupling is neglected, Q~ then takes
the approximate form

PZ

Q (z b) =- 'a, (z', b) e "s~""dz', (3. 3)

I I I I

-- ——
I
- First-Order Born—-- 2- 6 lauber E Ikona I

3 E'k I B (
IO

I.O

I.O Io'

Io'
C4 Q0

I.O
I0-2

Cu
II
C

IO-'

IO

io-4— IO

lo'
50

I I I I,

IO 20 30 40 60

SCATTERING A NGLES (degrees)

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the g =1 g =2 differ-
ential excitation cross section of hydrogen atoms by elec-
tron impact at 200 eV. Experimental data (0) and (b)
are those of Williams (Ref. 23) normalized at 8=21' to
the first-order Born and the Glauber eikonal values
(Refs. 8 and 9), respectively.

IO
0

I I I I

IO 20 30 40 50
SCATTE R I NG A NGL E S (degrees)

60

FIG. 4. Comparison of the angular dependence of the
ls 2s and ls-2p differential excitation cross sections
of hydrogen atoms by positron impact with that by elec-
tron impact at 50 eV in the first-order Born, eiIronal
Born, and Glauber eikonal (Refs. 8 and 9) approxima-
tions.
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I, o
CD

IO'

IO

IO-'

I
O-4

I
O-'

0

I I

———— I- First-Order Born

I I I

Io 20 30 40 50
SCATTERING ANGLES (degrees)

IO

I.o

Io i

Io 2

IO-'

IO-4

60

Calculation for the 1s-2s and 1s-2P excitation are
carried out using Eqs. (3. 6) and (3. '7). In this
calculation, we have taken'U to be the 1s static
potential, 'U~ to be the 2s or 2p static potential,
and '0

~ to be the static 1s-2s of 1s-2p coupling po-
tential. The quantity X~ [see Eq. (2. 33)] is 0 for
the 1s-2s and 1s-2po and 1 for 1s-2p, & coupling
potentials. Comparisons of the eikonal Born re-
sults so obtained with other theoretical results as
well as with available experimental measurements
are presented in graphic forms.

In Figs. 1-3, the angular dependence of the n
= 2 differential excitation cross section is com-
pared with experimental observation for three
incident electron energies. Fo." comparison we
have included in these figures the results obtained
in the first-order Born and the Glauber eikonal
approximations. The absolute magnitude of the
experimental cross section is determined by nor-
malizing the data with the results obtained both in
the Glauber eikonal and the first-order Born ap-
proximation at a scattering angle of 20 for E = 50
eV and 21' for E =100 and 200 eV. Based on the
normalization to the first-order Born approxima-
tion, it is seen that the eikonal Born approxima-

FIG. 5. Comparison of the angular dependence of the
1s -2s and 1s —2P d'fferential excitation cross section
of hydrogen atoms by positron impact with that by elec-
tron impact at 100 eV in the first-order Born, eikonal
Born, and Glauber eikonal (Refs. 8 and 9) approximations.

——-- I- First-Order Born——— 2- Glauber E ikona I

3- Eikonal Born (e, H)

4- Eikonal Born (e', H)

E-200 eV

where we have made use of Eq. (2. 34).
In the straight-line approximation, the phase

Q& (z', b) takes the form'

IO

Io

IO-'

10 2

with

—$8, (z, b) —= z(k —k~cos8)+54~ (z, bj

+ ~ [4' (b) - 4'a(b)], (3 4)

I.o

Io IO-4

54„(z, b)= —f, (v 'e -v,'e, )dz' (3. 5)

lo IO'

We then obtain the eikonal Born approximation

TtI '= (-i) t' (2m)
2 f bdb J (k~b sin8)QP'(b) lo

with

x exp(i[4 (b)+ 4 (b)]/2], (3. 6)
lo

Qp'(b)= f u8 (z, b)exp[i(k, —k~cos8)z

+ib~ (z, b)]dz . (3. &)

IO
Io 20 50 40 50 60

SCATTER ING ANGLES (degrees)

Equations (3. 6) and (3. I) improve the usual
distorted-wave Born approximation by providing
a more careful analysis of the phase relations be-
tween the two states in the eikonal approximation.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the angular dependence of the
ls -2s and Is -2p differential excitation cross section
of hydrogen atoms by positron impact with that by elec-
tron impact at 200 eV in the first-order Born, eikonal
Born, and Glauber eikonal (Refs. 8 and 9) approximations.
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FIG. V. Details of the 1s -2p differential excitation
cross section of hydrogen atoms by positron and electron
impact at 100 eV in the eikonal Born approximation.

tion provides a significant improvement over the
first-order Born approximation. However, based
on the normalization to the Glauber eikonal ap-
proximation, the eikonal Born approximation does
not provide an over-all angular dependence as
accurately as the Glauber eikonal approximation. "
This is particularly true for scattering angles
greater than those shown in these figures. Since
the Glauber eikonal approximation yields total
cross sections which are in closer agreement with
experiment than does the first-order Born approx-
imation at energy below 200 eV, the normalization
to Glauber eikonal approximation seems to be
preferable. 24 In Fig. 1, we have also included the
results of Scottm at 54 eV obtained in the 1s-2s-
2p close -coupling approximation supplemented by
the values of the first-order Born approximation
for the higher angular momentum states.

The failure of the eikonal Born approximation
for large-scale scattering is expected in view of
the straight-line approximation. The formulas
derived in this paper are for small-angle scatter-
ings. To extend the present treatment to large-
angle scattering, one must follow the classical
trajectory more closely. A variational technique
based on the "principle of least action" for the

calculation of the classical trajectory has been
developed. '

In the Glauber eikonal approximation, the clas-
sical trajectories are also taken to lie along
straight lines. The surprisingly good large-angle
results of the Glauber eikonal approximation is
a consequence of dropping the momentum transfer
along the incident direction. 6 It can be shown
that the longitudinal momentum transfer would

give rise to a (k -k~ cos&) g term in the z inte-
gral along the straight-line trajectories similar
to Eq. (3.7). The presence of such a term in the
z integral has tthe effect of damping the scattering
amplitude. This damping increases with increas-
ing 8. By neglecting the longitudinal momentum
transfer, this damping is removed and consequent-
ly the scattering amplitude is increased, partic-
ularly at large angles. This increase then par-
tially compensates the errors introduced by the
straight-line approximation and yields results
which are in better agreement with the observed
large -angle behavior.

One of the interesting features of the eikonal
Born approximation lies in its ability to distinguish
the positron scattering from the electron scattering;
a feature both the first-order Born and the Glau-
ber eikonal approximations fail to have. In Figs.
4-6, the angular dependence of the 1s-2s and 1s-
2p differential excitation cross section of H atoms
by positron impact is compared with that by elec-
tron impact in the eikonal Born approximation.
The results for positron impact are idential to
that for electron impact in the first-order Born
and the Glauber eikonal approximations. The 1s-
2p results shown in these figures are the sum of
the 1s-2po and 1s-2p, & results. The individual
1s-2po and 1s-2p, &

contributions at 100 eV are
shown in Fig. V. The failure of the Glauber eiko-
nal approximation to distinguish the positron scatter-
ing from the electron scattering is also a conse-
quence of neglecting the momentum transfer along
the incident direction. This would also be true for
the eikonal Born approximation given by Eqs.
(3.6) and (3. 7) if the term (k —k~cos8)z coming
from the momentum transfer along the incident
direction is dropped in Eq. (3. 7), since then it
can be shown that ig&

'
l would not be dependent

on the sign of the eikonal phases. Consequently,
it is no longer capable of distinguishing the posi-
tron scattering from the electron scattering. In
the work of Byron the z component of momentum
transfer was retained in the Monte Carlo calcula-
tion for the total cross section. A difference be-
tween the positron and electron scattering was
found.
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